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Frank Gilland written on the evening of September 29.

All last night the Germans counter-attacked our, troops on the Naples road,

During Tuesday the advance of our infantry and armour across the plain had brought
us to the small town of Scafati on the river Sarno, Here the Germans had cleanly
intended to delay cur advance by blowing up the only bridge but cur leading troops
over-ran them so quickly that they had to withdraw leaving the bridge intact.

Late in the afternoon the Gomans put in a counter-attack strongly supported
by 17 tanks and all through the night there was fierce fighting around the team.

Our men withdrew from the main street to hold the line cf the river and stood their

ground successfully* At eight o'clock this morning cur armoured cars swept down
the road and drove everything before them# The enemy fled,. Our advance brought us

within a very short time to Pompeii first to the new team and then to the ancient :
city and it is there that I have spent most of the day.

The new town is dominated by the high shining white bell tower of the cathedral

which stands on the right hand side of the . square. Outside the cathedral today were

the -plain wooden coffins of a dozen civilians who had been ■rilled when the tide of

battle passed over Pompeii#

The inside of this groat building was still filled with the people who had fled

there for refuge# Their mattresses and bedding were spread out on the floor and the

chairs. Dozens of then were sprawled out fast asleep from sheer exhaustion and

worry.

It was a strange sight to see. this great building with its brilliant paintings
and its glittering mosaics housing such a collection of cased and weary people. It

was a strange contrast to turn from gazing at the magnificent two-tiered dome and to

see a mother sitting on the altar steps picking the lice rut of her child's hair.

The people of Pompeii had -plenty to tell us about the Germans and the way they
had behaved. Once again it was a story of looting and pillaging. o ne shopkeeper
said to me; "When the German soldier gees out to plunder ho does not take just one

thing or two things from you, he scoops in everything you have*”

This man showed me hew he had defeated the Germans. Behind the deep skirting
boards around his shop hehhad hollowed out cavities in the ' "alls and there he had
stowed away his stocks# Here, as everywhere, the Germans had stolen all the food
and all the livestock# And they had rounded up all the young men of the place, at
the point of the rifle, taking them off northwards in trucks* They had cut off the

electricity supply and taken away the valves from all the radio sets they could lay
hands on# »

Old Pompeii is only a mile down the read from the newer team* is we walked that
mile in the warm, sun this afternoon our tonics were rolling past us continuously»
going on down the road towards the coast and up towards Naples# It was not safe to
wander over the ruins yet* Our sappers who had. plenty of really urgent jobs to do

had not yet been over the ground to sweep it clear of enemy mines* But we went in

through the southern entrance gates and picked our way across the vast amphitheatre,

Here and there we passed a bomb crater or a shell hole* N owhere had any great
damage been done* In some places the excavations had been covered in again by soil
thrown up from these craters. In other places parts of old walls hod crumbled -away
through blast* There was one large crater in the soft earth right in the bottom of
the amphitheatre bowl.

One of the guides to the ruins come up to us and told us that the museum had
“been completely wrecked by bombing and that minor damage had been done
but that all the really beautiful and important remains were still intact# But
even here the Hun had been unable to keep his hand, from a. "possession of value. In
the centre of the Casa, del Fauna was a statue of a, faun, a statue of great beauty
and immense worth* Three /days ago the Germans uprooted it -and took it off with them*
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